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But unlike the more-expensive SS, the LT1 only has a handful of features, losing things like
magnetic ride control and leather seating, in particular, making for a relatively basic V8 sports
car. That said, the Camaro LT1 is still fun as hell. Looking for a V8 on a budget? This may be
your best option. That's a screaming deal for a car that has horsepower. Sure, this trim does
lack some of the SS Camaro's refinement and technology â€” particularly magnetic ride control
â€” but it still has a standard limited-slip differential, gobs of power from that SS-sourced V8,
Brembo brakes, and phenomenal handling. Not even the inch tires wrapped in performance
rubber make the LT1 feel too harsh on rougher stretches of road, nor do the cheap seats cloth
seats feel too rough. Other muscle cars, like the Mustang and Challenger, are more punishing to
drive over longer stretches. Opting for the Camaro LT1 package does require some sacrifice.
The standard seats, for example, are cheap. Our tester wears the light grey buckets with the
matching light grey carpeted floor mats, a combo we don't recommend to any owners prone to
messes. It's tiny, doesn't respond well to inputs, and angled down and away from the driver.
The setup does have Apple CarPlay, at least, which makes the smallness of the screen
somewhat more acceptable. But we suggest opting for the Technology package instead. Like a
lot of sports cars and muscle cars, the Camaro LT1 isn't the quietest car around town. The
exhaust, while fun to rev, is always turned up to The note echos throughout the cabin with even
a tiny bit of pedal pressure â€” especially when passing on the highway. And at high speeds,
wind and tire noise are pretty daunting. It takes much more than a whisper to talk to your
passenger. Feb 13, at pm ET. By : Jeff Perez. A screaming deal with some obvious drawbacks.
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start driving a m6 again. And Save the manuals. My LT1 Build Overall, the LT1 seems a little

better sorted overall, has updated tech, and the suspension is very well tuned. I sound and
power are great, love the car overall and think it is a really good value. The LT1 s look a little
narrow from the rear - but just aesthetics. Throw them in a convenience package along with
auto dimming rearview mirror and the car would be perfect. Originally Posted by 6sigma. The
LT1 situation reminds me of the "early adopter" burn people feel when they pay top dollar to be
one of the first to own new technology. This car gets you the best-handling sports car combined
with the raw power of horsepower and torque. Both of those stats are important because the
power it has is a night and day difference from the V6. You also get the statement sound of a V8,
like a truck engine dropped into a car. I think it rides smoother than the 6 probably due to the
extra weight. You can feel the additional weight in the nose especially in braking. Funny how it
weighs the same as my V6. But it really scoots in everyday driving. Honestly can't tell the
difference. The difference between the Gen5 and Gen6 transmissions was dramatic enough so I
didn't expect a massive improvement anyway. Apart from the mechanical issues of the 8-speed,
the Gen6 was tuned exceptionally well already. I just wish Chevy had thought of this trim level
sooner because it's been overdue since The lighter weight and handling of the alpha platform
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LT1 because it felt like a more fun driver's car. I loved the color and that it was a M6. It feels like
a canvas I can work with to make exactly what I want. I liked the all season wheels because they
are perfect for winter if I want to drive it now. Plus, I'm guessing the LT1 will be less common
which I also like. The only thing I would change is that I wish it had the bose system with the 8"
display. Other than that I love the car. And I have a 6 year old girl that's a total gear head and in
10 years this will be a great first car for her. Originally Posted by ryan Originally Posted by
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point, it seems pretty clear General Motors is prepared to let the Chevrolet Camaro fade away.
The automaker rolled out seriously aggressive climate plans this week and aims to only sell
electric vehicles by But, in the meantime, there are Camaros that need to find homes, and Chevy
has a downright amazing deal on the pony car abou
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t to expire. Cars Direct reported earlier this month that customers can lease a Camaro LT1 trim,
which isn't quite a Camaro SS but still boasts the 6. That is a mind-blowingly cheap lease
payment for a car that hustles with horsepower and pound-feet of torque. No, it doesn't bundle
the comforts like heated seats and other fancier technology, but if you really want a V8-powered
Camaro, this is the best way to jump into the life. It still boasts a 7-inch touchscreen and
includes wireless Apple CarPlay and Android Auto capability, if that helps. If you qualify for
everything, you'll have a lovely car for 39 months with 10, miles a year permitted. Bearing in
mind GM's new bullishness on EVs, the Camaro as we know it likely doesn't have much time
left. Sean Szymkowski. Enlarge Image. Climb in the driver's seat Subscribe to Roadshow's
newsletter for the latest car news and reviews, delivered to your inbox twice weekly. Now
playing: Watch this: 5 things you need to know about the Chevy Camaro

